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The PE Pulse has been designed to help you remain current on
capital market trends. It captures key insights from subject matter
professionals across EY member firms and distills this intelligence
into a succinct and user-friendly publication. The PE Pulse provides
perspectives on both recent developments and the longer-term outlook
for private equity (PE) fundraising, acquisitions and exits, as well as
trends in private credit and infrastructure. Please feel free to reach
out to any of the subject matter contacts listed on page 22 of this
document if you wish to discuss any of the topics covered.
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1.i.
Fundraising

Executive summary
• Despite the impact of
COVID-19, PE fundraising fell
just 10% in the first half of
2020 versus 1H19, with firms
raising US$348b in 1H20.
Many funds that were far along
in the fundraising process have
been able to close despite
the challenges posed by the
pandemic.
• Buyout commitments
comprised 28% of the funds
closed in 1H20, down from
40% in 1H19. By contrast,
secondary funds jumped to
12% of the total, from just 1%
in 1H19.
• The growth of buyout dry
powder flattened this year,
but remains at record levels of
US$765b.

Current state

Environment and horizon

PE fundraising fell in 1H20 amid the pandemic, but
the asset class continues to thrive amid the low yield
environment.

Investors remain committed to the asset class; however, fundraising
could continue to fall over the near term as LPs and GPs grapple with
COVID‑19‑related challenges.

• PE firms raised US$348b during 1H20, compared
with US$385b in 1H19, a decline of 10%. The number
of funds closed fell by 27% in 1H20 from 1H19, with
481 funds closed.

• Investor confidence in the asset class remains unshaken as reflected
in the responses to a recent LP survey conducted by Private Equity
International (PEI) wherein 45% of respondents indicated they’d be
sticking with their planned number of commitments. The survey
also found that LPs are increasingly receiving requests for fund
amendments including investment period extensions (56%), fund term
extensions (51%), recycling provisions (49%), expanded use of fund level
credit (37%) and expansion of investment mandates (37%).

• Average size of funds closed in 1H20 reached
US$816m, up 21% from 1H19. LPs are tending
to favor existing relationships and are therefore
concentrating capital with fewer fund mangers.
• PE dry powder remains largely unchanged,
though the US$765b that firms have in investor
commitments represents more than required to
pursue even big-ticket opportunities comfortably. The
difference in the amount of capital accessible to mega
and small funds continues to widen.

Dry powder – buyout funds by size (US$b)
Source: Preqin

• In line with the trend during GFC, capital committed to funds focused
on secondary transactions spiked in 1H20 to as much as 14x of that in
1H19. This was largely driven by two large funds. Funds raised jumped
to US$40b in 1H20 from a mere US$3b in 1H19. Notably, with each
economic cycle, the secondaries market is evolving in terms of both
depth and sophistication.
• The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN), one of the most high-profile
organizations bringing together impact investors, asset owners, NGOs
and others in the impact space released its annual survey. Among the
key findings:
• The size of the impact-investing market, or assets devoted to
investing to achieve positive social and environmental impact as well
as a financial return, stood at US$715b in April 2020, compared with
US$502b in April 2019, a 42.4% increase. About half of this is from
private for-profit investors (inclusive of PE, but also including private
debt, public impact-oriented equities, and others).
• Sixty-seven percent are looking for market rate returns; 15% are
focused on capital preservation, with the balance focused on
subsidized returns.
• Last year, private debt attracted the most impact capital (37%),
followed by public debt (24%) and PE (16%).
4
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1.i. Fundraising
Top funds raised in 1H20
Source: Preqin
Fund

Type

Brookfield Infrastructure Fund IV

Infrastructure

20.0

ASF VIII

Secondaries

19.0

Lexington Capital Partners IX

Secondaries

14.0

Blackstone Real Estate Partners Europe VI

Real Estate

10.6

Platinum Equity Capital Partners Fund V

Buyout

10.0

Insight Partners XI

Growth

9.5

Francisco Partners VI

Buyout

7.5

Clearlake Capital Partners VI

Special Situations

7.0

Trident VIII

Buyout

7.0

MBK Partners V

Buyout

6.5

PE fundraising by year and half year (US$b)

Source: Preqin; includes only closed and liquidated funds

Value (US$b)

Secondary fundraising by year and half year (US$b)
Source: Preqin; includes only closed and liquidated funds
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1.ii.
Acquisitions

Executive summary
• PE acquisition activity declined
in 1H20 primarily after a steep
fall in Q2. Firms announced deals
valued at US$180b in 1H20,
down 36% versus 1H19. Notably,
activity was 14% higher in Q1
versus the prior year, but fell
sharply by 66% in Q2 as impact of
COVID-19 came to the forefront.
• Primary impediments to
dealmaking include limited access
to financing, challenges arising
from limited travel opportunities,
and a gap between buyer and
seller expectations.
• Many firms are focusing on
minority investments (growth
and PIPE), carve-outs, and
add-on deals.

Current state

Environment and horizon

In the wake of the pandemic, many firms strategically
shifted focus to the portfolio, and away from fund
deployment.

Although investors are encountering challenges like deal pricing,
difficulty in due diligence, and financing, analysts are seeing a shift
toward a buyer’s market as firms employ creative deal structure.

• Global PE deal activity declined by 36% y-o-y to
US$180b in 1H20. Volumes were down from 1H19
as well. Larger deals – those valued at US$100m or
more, fell 34%, to 152.

• Confidence in the market is returning, potentially leading to an uptick
in activity. Eighty-one percent of investors in a recent PEI LP survey
said that they had a fair to excellent understanding of impact of
COVID-19 on portfolio performance.

• The Americas region saw one of the steepest falls,
with 1H20 activity down 63% to US$61b. EMEA
and APAC recorded deal activity valued at US$89b
and US$29b respectively.

• PE investors, which have historically sought controlling stakes
through buyouts, are assessing minority deals such as growth
and PIPE investments in order to mitigate risk and deploy capital.
Minority deals comprised 23% of the total PE deals announced in
2Q20, up from 11% in 2Q19.

• PE deal activity faded from week to week as 1H20
progressed, reaching a nadir in mid-to-late April.
Recent weeks have seen a measure of resurgence,
as firms stayed active with PIPEs and some
traditional buyouts.

PE deal activity by week in 1H20 (US$b)
Source: Dealogic

• With revenue forecasts – and therefore pricing – remaining a
challenge, firms are performing complex asset pricing processes
and scenario testing. Creative structuring has become increasingly
common, with mixes of equity, debt and convertibles. The market
is also seeing a surge in tranched transactions with provisions for
follow-on investments upon reaching predetermined milestones.
• For higher resiliency, investors consider sufficiently diverse portfolios
to be indispensable. GPs may pursue more deals with diversification
at the back of their minds. They are seeking carve-out investments as
standalone opportunities or to integrate in their portfolio to increase
diversification and add value.
• Further, many PE investors are contemplating add-on acquisitions in
pursuit of increasing market share.
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1.ii. Acquisitions

PE acquisition values and volumes by year
and half year (US$b)
Source: Dealogic

Top deals in 1H20
Source: Dealogic
Target

Industry

Sponsor

ThyssenKrupp AG

Industrials

Advent International Corp., Cinven Ltd.

Value (US$b)
18.8
10.1

ADNOC Gas Pipeline Assets LLC (minority stake)

Oil and gas

GIC Pte Ltd., Global Infrastructure Partners

Univision Communications Inc.

Telecom

Madison Dearborn Partners LLC, PEP
LLC,Saban Capital Group Inc.,Searchlight
Capital Partners LP, Thomas H Lee Partners
LP, TPG Capital LP

8.3

Iqsa Group Ltd.

Consumer

Blackstone, Goldman Sachs Capital Partners

6.0

Jio Platforms Ltd. (minority stake)

Telecom

ADIA, General Atlantic, KKR, L Catterton,
Silver Lake, TPG Capital LP, Vista Equity
Partners LLC

5.7

Note: Volume data for transactions value of US$100m+

PE deal activity by region and half year – Deal value
(US$b)

Masmovil Ibercom SA

Telecom

Cinven Ltd., KKRPEP LLC

5.3

DXC Technology Co. (state and local HHS business)

Technology

Veritas Capital

5.0

Source: Dealogic

Veeam Software Group GmbH

Technology

Insight Venture Partners

5.0

Viridor Waste Management Ltd.

Utilities

KKR

5.0

Duff & Phelps Corp.

Financial
services

Further Global Capital Management LP,
Permira, Stone Point Capital LLC

4.2

Note: Volume data for transactions value of US$100m+
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1.iii.
Exits

Executive summary

Current state

• Exit processes have been
deprioritized as firms focus on
the portfolio and deployment
opportunities. Exit activity
in 1H20 declined by 47% to
U$123b. Volumes fell by 40%
from 1H19.

PE firms could hold investments for longer amid COVID-19
uncertainty.

• Exits through M&A dropped by
50% in 1H20 while the volumes
declined by 40% from 1H19.
• COVID-19 seems to have
severely affected the IPO
window as the activity fell by
14% and volume plunged by
35% in 1H20 versus 1H19.

• PE exits via M&A dropped by 50% in 1H20 y-o-y to
US$107b; volume dropped by 40% to 367, from 611 in
1H19.
• To date, just 16 PE-backed IPO deals valued at US$22b
have priced, down 14% from 1H19.
• All regions witnessed a decline in PE-backed exits (both
M&A and IPO).

PE exit activity by region – deal value (US$b)
Source: Dealogic

Environment and horizon
• A survey conducted by Stifel Financial Group in April 2020 revealed
that 62% of tech-focused PE investors are pushing exit plans
to 1H21. Forty-six percent are expecting a delay of three to six
months. The trend seems to be prevalent across all the sectors.
Reports are also indicating toward investors formulating increased
control mechanisms, entailing exit planning, since most of them are
responsible for managing investment risk and liquidity.
• With delays in exit activity, PE assets under management further
soared from an already record high of US$4.5t at the beginning of
the year. Analysts expect net cashflows to LPs to remain negative for
next few months as a result of low distribution activity.
• As the secondary market evolves, GP-led activity could fill the
vacuum to an extent and provide more liquidity to the market.

• Notably, while significant
secondary activity has yet to
occur, it could provide needed
liquidity to LPs.
• Sales to other PE firms continue to occur. While such exits
have declined 5% in 1H20 by value versus the same period
a year ago, they represent a significantly larger portion of
overall exit activity.

PE exits by deal type - deal value (US$b)
Source: Dealogic
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1.iii. Exits
PE M&A exits by year and half year (US$b)

PE-backed IPOs by year and half year (US$b)

Source: Dealogic

Source: Dealogic

Largest PE exit deals in 1H20
Source: Dealogic
Target

Industry

Sponsor

Value (US$b)

Type

Univision Communications Inc.

Telecom

Madison Dearborn Partners LLC
Providence Equity Partners LLC
Saban Capital Group Inc.
Searchlight Capital Partners LP
Thomas H Lee Partners LP
TPG Capital LP

8.3

M&A

Bombardier Transportation GmbH

Transport

CDPQ

8.1

M&A

58.com Inc.

Technology

General Atlantic
KKR

7.8

M&A

Credit Karma Inc.

Technology

Silver Lake

7.1

M&A

ISQA Group Ltd.

Consumer

Blackstone
Goldman Sachs Capital Partners

6.0

M&A

Duff & Phelps Corp.

Financial services

Further Global Capital Management LP
Permira
Stone Point Capital LLC

4.2

M&A

Deutsche Glasfaser Holding GmbH

Telecom

EQT AB
KKR

3.1

M&A

Galileo Global Education SARL

Consumer services

Bpifrance Investissement SAS
CPPIB
Montagu Private Equity LLP
PEP LLC

2.8

M&A

Royalty Pharma plc

Life Sciences

General Atlantic

2.5

IPO

China Everbright Bank Co. Ltd. (minority stake)

Financial services

China Investment Corp.

2.4

M&A
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2.

Infrastructure
Executive summary

Current state

• Infrastructure fundraising activity
remained steady during 1H20, with
firms raising US$52b from LPs.

• Infrastructure funds recorded US$52b of commitments in 1H20, in line with
that in 1H19. The number of closings fell from 42 to 54.

• More than 60% of the aggregated
closed funds in 1H20 are focused
invest in diversified sectors followed
by energy (26%) and renewable
energy (9%). While diversified rose
highest among others, utilities
suffered the most (by c.94%) in
1H20.
• Firms have access to a record levels
of dry powder, the bulk of which
is focused on the US and Europe
regions.
• Technology-related infrastructure
assets, along with renewables, are
expected to see significant interest
from investors over the short to
medium term.

Environment and horizon

• Infrastructure deals decreased in 1H20 compared with 1H19 both in terms of
deal value and volume. There were 1,069 deals in 1H20 with aggregate deal
value of US$156b, down 37% from 1H19.
• Notably, deals for fully operational assets comprised 68% of the total in
1H20, down from 80% in 1H19. Deals for partially operational assets were
9% of the activity in 1H20 versus just 1% in 1H19; Greenfield deals gained
moderately in 1H20.
• Firms have a collective of US$241b in capital available for deals, up 10% from
the end of 2019. Nearly 87% of this amount is focused on opportunities in
Americas and Europe regions.

Top infrastructure funds raised in 1H20
Source: Preqin
Fund

Target (US$b)

Commitments (US$b)

Type

Brookfield
Infrastructure Fund IV

20.0

20.0

Brownfield,
Greenfield

Blackrock Global
Energy & Power
Infrastructure Fund III

3.5

5.1

Brownfield,
Greenfield

ArcLight Energy
Partners Fund VII

6.0

3.4

Brownfield,
Greenfield,
Secondary Stage

Energy Capital
Partners IV

6.0

3.3

Brownfield,
Secondary Stage

Westbourne
Infrastructure Debt
Fund Program 3

2.5

3.0

Brownfield,
Greenfield

Infrastructure is witnessing a strategic shift away
from toll-based revenue generating assets and
traditional investments toward renewables, digital or
technology housing assets, social and telecom assets.
• A recent LP survey conducted by Probitas
Partners revealed that half of the respondents
consider renewables to be their preferred sector,
followed by technology and telecom‑related
assets. Recent events have caused many
infrastructure investors to reassess their priorities
and cause others to seek new opportunities.
The pandemic has significantly impacted short‑
and medium‑term cash flows for many assets
such as toll roads, airports and transportation
infrastructure.
• In line with trends prevalent across alternatives,
investors in the infrastructure space are targeting
fewer funds, but with larger commitments.
Preqin’s recent report suggests primary funds
remain the strategy of choice for the majority
(79%) of infrastructure investors. Investor interest
in debt/mezzanine infra funds jumped to 47% by
mid of 1H20, up from 22% in 2019.
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2. Infrastructure

Infrastructure fundraising by year and half
year (US$b)

Source: Preqin; includes closed and liquidated funds

Infrastructure dry powder by region of focus
(US$b)
Source: Preqin

Infrastructure deals by year (US$b)

Source: Prequin; only completed deals were considered
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3.

Private credit
Executive summary

Current state

• Overall, private debt fundraising activity remained
solid in 1H20 and in line with previous years.
Consolidation trends could be easily seen as
volume fell by 10% in 1H20 from 1H19 though the
aggregate closed size remained almost consistent.

• Fundraising activity in the private debt
markets remained strong in 1H20, with
funds receiving commitments of US$57b
versus US55b capital in 1H19.

• With nearly US$292b in dry powder available
for new investments, private credit firms are
advantageously positioned to provide capital to
promising businesses experiencing a liquidity
crunch though due diligence and debt pricing
continues to be a challenge.

• Currently, more than 460 private credit
funds are on road and are seeking US$231b.
• Distressed debt GPs closed US$11b of funds
in 1H20, an increase of 6% from 1H19.
Distressed funds are seeking an additional
US$63b of capital through 59 funds which
are currently raising capital.
• Private debt GPs have access to US$292b
of undeployed capital, and together with
current investments, are manging US$854b
of aggregated assets. The private credit
industry is well-positioned to respond to
increasing demand for liquidity.

Environment and horizon
• A recent analysis by Probitas Partners found that 50% of LP
respondents expressed interest in gaining more exposure to
distressed debt and special situation investments.
• Preqin’s April 2020 investor survey results yielded similar
trends, with more than a third (35%) of respondents saying they
expect to target distressed debt opportunities in 2020.
• According to a recent Intertrust Group survey, 90% of the US PE
fund managers expect to see a rise in the volume of distressed
fund transaction activity over the next 12 months. Distressed
strategies are also likely to benefit from an improved fundraising
climate as 81% of respondents in the US expect the fundraising
climate for distressed funds to improve over the next 12
months, of which 39% say it will significantly improve.
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3. Private credit
Private credit dry powder over time (US$b)

Private credit fundraising by year (US$b)

Distressed debt fundraising by year (US$b)

Top five distressed debt funds raising capital in the market currently
(by target size, US$m)

Source: Preqin

Source: Preqin

Source: Preqin; includes closed and liquidated funds

Fund

Sector focus

Location focus

Target size
(US$b)

Oaktree Opportunities Fund XI

Diversified

Europe,
North America

15.0

Centerbridge Special Credit Partners IV

Diversified

Global

4.5

West Street Strategic Solutions I

Consumer,
Financial
services

Global

4.5

LCM Credit Opportunities Strategy 4

Diversified

Europe

4.0

Fortress Credit Opportunities Fund V
Expansion

Diversified

Europe

2.7

Note: *Sum of target size of funds currently raising
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Rethinking
the exit

Rethinking the exit: how to remain “exit ready” when your equity story changes
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Exits are a critical, and often overlooked, component of

While we do not yet know when exit activity will resume in

The good news is the process hasn’t changed at all;

the PE investment process. Successful exits reflect the

earnest, the window could reopen sooner than we think.

it’s the environment around it that has changed. That

effort invested in a GP’s value creation process and deal

Market sentiment post-crisis could turn positive more

being said, because the environment is so different, PE

execution capabilities. In recent months, many processes

quickly than it did after the great financial crisis; already,

firms need to re-examine the full range of assumptions

have been put at the backburner as firms focused on the

there are signs that IPOs may be brought back to life

around their exit-ready companies. Recent reports have

immediate needs of adapting their portfolio companies

within a few months. For PE firms with a pipeline of assets

emphasized how many investors were already foreseeing

to a post-COVID-19 world, and in some cases, deploying

they were preparing to sell in the first part of this year,

an economic downturn and were preparing to encounter

capital into fresh opportunities.

what should they be doing to prepare for exit in a post-

macro headwinds while monetizing portfolios (albeit not

COVID-19 world?

as severe as what’s being experienced currently).

As a result, PE exit activity unsurprisingly has seen steep
declines in the first half of this year. Firms announced

Effective value creation, a continual process of portfolio

exits valued at US$123b, nearly 50% lower than the first

review, identifying the right buyer group, timing of exits

half of 2019. PE-backed IPOs have remained muted on

and conveying the right equity story remain pivotal, with

volatility in public equities – down 14% versus 1H2019, to

recalibrations required for today’s market environment. PE

US$16b. Similarly, exits via trade sales and secondaries

firms can take several steps to rethink their pipeline in the

saw declines of 50% versus 1H2019.

context of today’s events:

‘‘

While the market environment
around changes, processes integral
to value creation and exits don’t.
Winna Brown
EY Americas FAAS Private Equity Leader
17
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Review the portfolio and rethink your timeline

reassure buyers they’ve thought through all the potential

each. Moreover, firms should approach the process with

Firms need to conduct a comprehensive review of their

angles, which can be summarized into a single probability-

creativity and flexibility – in some cases, that may mean

portfolio and adjust expectations to align with the

weighted forecast that provides a clear picture of what can

partial sales, joint ventures or bringing in a credit fund to

reality of today’s market. In some cases, reshuffling the

happen with the business, and what levers buyers can pull.

refinance the business rather than sell.

pipeline and placing ahead of companies that were once

To properly accomplish this, firms need to identify new

further down the list may allow you to be opportunistic

informational needs, including those that are nonfinancial

about companies that may have increased in value;

in nature. What informational gaps have developed as a

in other cases, firms may need to postpone plans for

result of COVID-19? How is management thinking about

companies that now need more time and resources to

proforma results to isolate the impacts of the pandemic?

deliver full value. To a degree, timing may in some cases

Which parts of the forecast are COVID-19-related, versus

be influenced by the age of the fund. There are funds in

those that were going to occur anyway? Sellers that can

their early stage that are comfortable holding on to their

articulate a coherent narrative will give potential buyers

investments while letting the storm pass. On the contrary,

more comfort to bid.

there will be funds that are nearing the end of their

Rethink what it means to create and articulate value
Lastly, it’s now more important than ever to articulate
the nonfinancial value that’s created in the course of an
investment – the consumer, human and societal impacts
of a company. Today, ensuring a company follows
(inter)national initiatives and regulations with respect
to its impact on the climate, labor regulations, safety
concerns and other priorities is table stakes. Increasingly,
buyers are looking for infrastructure that can help them

Rethink your buyer group

identify, track, measure and report on a broad range of

A key fallout of the current crisis is the rapid change in

externalities. Being able to demonstrate actions taken to

the traditional buyer mix. PE firms need to rerun their

date, along with a path forward that helps buyers envision

Rewrite the equity story

buyer screenings to identify those with both the appetite

how the company can help address or mitigate global

The market’s current uncertainties are leading to an

and firepower to pursue a deal. In some cases, older

challenges and serve societal needs, can help them think

increased dependency on data-driven decision making.

buyers will have dropped off the list. In other cases, new

more expansively about opportunities for creating value.

Firms looking to exit assets need to rewrite their equity

buyers may now make sense that didn’t a few months ago.

stories. Sellers need to conduct scenario planning to

Firms must create a bespoke series of equity stories for

lifecycle and bound to either divest assets or transfer to a
subsequent vehicle.

‘‘

You want to be the company that’s ‘ready
to go’ – you just can’t do it with the same
information you had six months ago.
Charles Honnywill, Partner,
Global Private Equity Divestment Specialist Team
18
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5.

The US$6t
401(k)
opportunity

Private equity steps closer to tapping the US$6t 401(k) pool
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Investing in private markets has long been a luxury limited to accredited investors such
as pension funds, endowments, insurance companies and high-net-worth individuals. In
the US, however, things could change. In June of this year, the U.S. Department of Labor,
which governs 401(k) retirement accounts, published an information letter confirming
that a plan fiduciary may include an allocation to PE as part of a professionally managed,
diversified investment solution.
This marks a further step in the mainstreaming of the asset class – enabling investors
who have thus far been largely excluded from the growing universe of private markets
investments access to many of the same opportunities enjoyed by institutional investors.
For PE firms, it means that over time, private equity could gain access to a portion of
the estimated US$6t invested in US direct contribution plans. A cautious, step-by-step
approach to opening the market is expected, especially given the high reputational and
capital stakes involved for all participants.

Defined contribution (DC) on the rise

Source: Global Pension Assets Study 2020, Thinking Ahead Institute,
2020, P7 (P7 are the seven largest markets for pension assets)
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Getting the defined contribution plan mechanics
to work

investments is expected to provide sufficient liquidity

For PE, it could represent a significant influx of capital. On

to address capital calls and enable investors to exit, if

average, the 200 largest US pension plans have allocated

Over the past two decades, PE has achieved widespread

necessary. Direct investments in PE by ordinary investors

nearly 9% to the asset class. If, over time, 5% of the more

use in defined benefit (DB) programs, where employers

remains prohibited. Target-date fund managers would be

than US$6t held in 401(k) plans today migrated toward

manage investments and shoulder the associated risk.

responsible for selecting managers, fund rebalancing,

PE-type investments, the US$300b would be nearly equal

Defined contribution (DC) plans, by contrast, put these

capital calls, providing liquidity and managing the

the US$350b PE firms raised from institutional investors

responsibilities on the individual retirement saver. As

operational requirements of any private investment

in North America last year.

a result, there is a greater need to address the unique

vehicles.

operational and structural complexities of private market
investments and to design vehicles in a way that is
compatible with the nature of defined contribution plans,
e.g., illiquid, “locked-up” capital; quarterly valuations;
high minimum investment thresholds; high fees; and
unpredictable investor capital calls and distributions.
Indeed, one of the biggest impediments for plan sponsors
to date has been the fear of litigation for potential
breaches of fiduciary duties — issues stemming from PE’s
unique risk/return profile, its fee structure and its unique
liquidity requirements relative to traditional public market
investments.
To address these structural complexities and limit
investors’ risk, the Department of Labor’s guidance puts
a weighted cap on allocations to PE and requires that
that they be part of an overall diversified, professionally
managed target date, asset allocation or balanced
fund structure. A given fund’s larger portion of public

Other key participants in PE’s entry into retirement plans

Big implications for retirement savers, target-date
fund managers and private equity

are the target-date fund managers. These managers,

Participants in 401(k)s and other direct contribution plans

well-placed to work with PE partners to structure options

are expected to be significant beneficiaries. Indeed, the

that ordinary investors can understand and use to meet

Department of Labor made clear that its intent was to

their specific investment needs.

“broaden the investment opportunities” and “level the
playing field” for ordinary investors.

many of whom manage trillions of dollars in assets, are

The road ahead
With the stakes high, key players are proceeding

The trends are clear – over the last 20 years, the number

thoughtfully. Target-date fund managers will need new

of US publicly traded firms has fallen by half. At the same

processes for managing private market investments. PE

time, the number of companies backed by PE funds,

managers can be expected to leverage their experience

VC funds and other private market investors has grown

participating in DC plans in a growing number of countries

dramatically. Many of these companies are in the small

outside the US. And direct contribution sponsors, as the

and medium enterprise space. The result is that more and

ultimate stewards of the plans, will need concrete evidence

more of the economy’s growth is accruing to owners of

that any contemplated allocations to PE can represent

private companies. Compared with public markets, private

compelling opportunities that can help a significant subset

markets can represent a more diversified and growing

of their members achieve their retirement savings goals in

opportunity set — including exposures to companies across

a prudent and responsible way.

sectors, geographic regions and stages of growth.
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